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Abstract
Let p1/2 and let p be the product measure on {0, 1}n, where p(x) = p
∑
xi (1 − p)n−
∑
xi
.
LetA ⊂ {0, 1}n be an intersecting family, i.e. for every x, y ∈ A there exists 1 in such that
xi = yi = 1. Then p(A)p. Our proof uses a probabilistic trick ﬁrst applied by Katona to prove
the Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem.
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1. Introduction
The Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado theorem [3], henceforth EKR, is perhaps the most fundamental
theorem in extremal set theory. In this note, we prove an analogue of this theorem in a
slightly different setting, using a technique applied by Katona in his beautiful and simple
proof of the EKR theorem [7]. The main theorem we prove here has been proven before
by various methods. The ﬁrst such statement and geneneralizations thereof are to be found
in [5]. Similar results are in [6] and also implicit in a paper by Dinur and Safra [2], where
they introduce an asymptotic approach that yields a way to deduce the result from the
EKR theorem itself. (As a matter of fact they prove the analogue of a generalization of
the EKR theorem, the Ahlswede–Khachatrian theorem [1].) A different proof appears in a
manuscript in preparation by the author [4] in which a Fourier-analytic approach is used to
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prove some additional results. We believe that a multitude of proofs might be useful and
perhaps illuminating, especially as some of the most natural generalizations of this theorem
are still open conjectures. For a more complete background see [4].
Let us begin with some simple deﬁnitions. Let p ∈ [0, 1], and let q = 1 − p. Let n be
a positive integer ﬁxed throughout this paper. We consider the space V = Vn = {0, 1}n
as a probability space, endowed with the product measure  = p. For any x ∈ V , the
measure of x is (x) = p|x|qn−|x|, where |x| = ∑ni=1 xi , and for any A ⊆ V we deﬁne
(A) =∑x∈A (x). Let [n] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. A k-set is a subset of [n] of size
k, and we use
([n]
k
)
to denote the set of all k-sets contained in [n]. As usual we identify
subsets of [n] with their characteristic vectors and vice versa, we identify x ∈ {0, 1}n with
A = {i : xi = 1}. We will say A ⊆ V is an intersecting family if every two sets that
belong to A have non-empty intersection. We will say A ⊆ V is monotone if A ∈ A, A ⊂
B ⇒ B ∈ A. We will call a family A ⊂ ([n]
k
)
a dictatorship if there exists 1 in such
that A = {A ∈ ([n]
k
) : i ∈ A}. We will call a family A ⊆ V a dictatorship if there exists
1 in such that A = {A ⊆ [n] : i ∈ A}.
Theorem 1.1 (Erdo˝s–Ko–Rado). Let kn/2 and let A ⊆ ([n]
k
)
be an intersecting family.
Then
1. |A| k
n
(
n
k
) = (n−1
k−1
)
.
2. If |A| = (n−1
k−1
)
then A is a dictatorship.
Clearly the condition kn/2 is necessary, else every two k-sets contained in [n] intersect.
The following theorem is a natural analogue of the EKR theorem, and arose in [2] where a
generalization of it was ﬁrst stated and proved.
Theorem 1.2. Let p < 1/2 and let A ⊂ {0, 1}n be an intersecting family. Then
1. p(A)p.
2. If p(A) = p then A is a dictatorship.
If p = 1/2 then  is the uniform measure, and the ﬁrst part of the theorem is true but
trivial since from every pair of complementary sets at most one can belong toA. As before,
(in the case k > n/2), the theorem does not hold in general for p > 1/2, as one may take,
for example, n3 odd, andA to be the family of all subsets of [n] of size greater than n/2.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Our proof uses the probabilistic approach applied by Katona [7], however some modiﬁ-
cations and extra considerations are needed to push the arguments through.
Let p < 1/2 and letA ⊂ {0, 1}n be an intersecting family. The central idea of Katona is
to start by choosing a cyclic order C of the elements of [n] uniformly at random from all
such orders. In other words, the vector (C(1), C(2), . . . , C(n)) is generated by a random
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permutation of the elements of [n], and two such vectors are considered equivalent if one
is a cyclic shift of the other. Whenever we refer to C(i + k) the addition is considered
modulo n, and when we refer to an interval in C we will include cyclic intervals that
have C(n) as an inner point. To avoid any misunderstanding, when considering an interval
[r, r + 1, . . . , s − 1, s] we refer to r as the leftmost element in the interval and to s as the
rightmost. We will say that A appears in C if the elements of A form an interval in C. Our
aim is to study the sets in A that appear in C, and deduce something about the measure
of A.
For any A ∈ A recall that
(A) = p|A|qn−|A|.
For each non-empty A let Pr(A) be the probability that the elements of A appear as an
interval in C. It is not hard to calculate that for A = [n]
Pr(A) = n(n
k
)
and that Pr([n]) = 1. To see this note that for A = [n] there are precisely n possible
starting points for the interval whose elements may coincide with A. The probability of A
coinciding with any such interval is 1
(nk)
, and these events are disjoint.
Let AC be the family of sets in A which appear in C, and deﬁne the following random
variable:
X = X(C,A) =
∑
A∈AC
(A)
P r(A)
.
The idea behind this deﬁnition becomes clear when one calculates the expectation of X. By
linearity of expectation
E(X) =
∑
A∈A
Pr(A)
(A)
P r(A)
= (A).
Our theorem will therefore follow if we show that the maximum value that X may attain is
p, and that X ≡ p if and only if A is a dictatorship. This is the content of the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let p < 1/2.
1. For all cyclic orders C and all intersecting families A, Xp.
2. If X ≡ p then A is a dictatorship.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume thatA is maximal, and hence monotone.
We start with a simple observation. Recall that X is a function ofAC . It is easy to show that
if AC is the projection of a dictatorship, i.e. AC consists of all intervals containing a given
point, then X = p. One may calculate this directly by summing a series, but it is easier to
note that if A is a dictatorship then X does not depend on C, and hence must be identically
equal to (A), which is equal to p.
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Due to this observation the proof will be complete if we show the following. Whenever
AC is not the projection of some dictatorship, (i.e. does not contain any interval of length
1), we can modifyAC by adding an interval or replacing some of the intervals with others,
resulting in a new intersecting family of intervals, B, such that
X =
∑
A∈AC
(A)
P r(A)
<
∑
B∈B
(B)
P r(B)
. (1)
Let I be an interval of minimal length in AC , assume without loss off generality that
I = [C(1), C(i)]. If i = 1 then we are done. Else, let A+C be the set of all intervals in AC
that contain C(i) but not all of I. If A+C is empty then we can add [C(1), C(i − 1)] to AC ,
maintaining the intersection property and resulting in a larger value of X. Assume then, that
A+C is not empty, and let j+ be the largest index such that C(j+) is the leftmost element of
some interval in A+C . Clearly
1 < j+ i.
Deﬁne similarlyA−C to consist of the intervals containing C(1) but not all of I, assume that
A−C is not empty (else we can add [C(2), C(i)] to AC), and let j− be the smallest index
such that C(j) is the rightmost element of an interval in A−C . Similarly to before
1j− < i.
If j+j− then the interval [C(j+), C(j−)], which is properly contained in I, intersects all
intervals inAC , and hence can be added without spoiling the intersection property. Hence,
we can assume that
1j− < j+ i.
Let  be such that J = [C(j+), C(j+ + − 1)] belongs toA+C and is minimal with respect
to inclusion. Let
B− = {[C(j+), C(j+ + − 1)], [C(j+), C(j+ + )], . . . , [C(j+), C(j− − 1)]}
and let B+ consist of the complements of the intervals in B−,
B+ = {[C(j+ + ), C(j+ − 1)], [C(j+ + + 1),
C(j+ − 1)], . . . , [C(j−), C(j+ − 1)]}.
Let us ﬁrst check the casewhere  > n−j++1, implying that j++−1 ∈ [1, j+−1] (which
might result in B− being empty.) In that case every interval in AC that contains C(i) must
intersect I in another point, either C(j+ − 1) or C(1), hence we can add [C(1), C(i − 1)]
to AC .
Assume then, that
n− j+ + 1
and hence B− and B+ are non-empty. We deﬁne
B = AC
⋃
B+ \ B−.
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First note that since AC is monotone, and [C(j+), C(j+ +  − 1)] belongs to AC , all
the intervals in B− indeed belong to AC , whereas from the intersection property their
complements, the intervals ofB+, do not. Next observe thatB is also an intersecting family.
To see this we must show that the minimal interval in B+, which is [C(j−), C(j+ − 1)]
intersects every interval in AC \ B−. Let M = [C(r), C(s)] ∈ AC \ B−. If r = j+
then sj− (which means that M wraps around C and has C(n) as an inner point) and
C(j−) ∈ M . If 1 < r < j+ then C(j+ − 1) ∈ M . For other values of r it follows that
M ∈ A+C hence M either contains I or is in A−C , and in either case C(j−) ∈ M .
Finally, to prove (1) we must show that
∑
B∈B+
(B)
P r(B)
>
∑
B∈B−
(B)
P r(B)
.
Deﬁne f (t) = nptqn−t
(nt )
, which is equal to (B)
P r(B)
for |B| = t < n. Then
∑
B∈B+
(B)
P r(B)
=
n−∑
t=j+−j−
f (t) (2)
and
∑
B∈B−
(B)
P r(B)
=
n−j++j−∑
t=
f (t). (3)
(Recall that we are now assuming that n − j+ + 1 hence the sums are non-empty.)
Note that if t < n/2 then f (t) < f (n − t) (here, at last, we use the fact that p < 1/2
!). Recalling that I was a minimal interval, and that  was the length of J we get that
j+ − j− < |I | |J | =  and hence the sum in (2) is strictly larger than the sum in (3).
This concludes the proof of the lemma and the theorem. 
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